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Reviewer's report:

I have reviewed this paper and it appears to be modelling for the sake of modelling which is frustrating because it initially appeared that the authors were going to validate their model against actual mortality data. I can't see what this analysis provides that is any more useful than actual data which has already demonstrated repeatedly that rural and remote areas have a higher death rate. The data sample wasn't great enough in rural and remote areas to be able to clearly show any differences.

In addition, they make several claims that are really not supported by what is presented.

1. "remote and rural" are rolled together (assuming "outer regional" is equivalent to rural) and I don't have any real feel for the differences in population density so comments about 'remote' Australia are difficult to evaluate.

2. their conclusion about interventions is not really supported by the data as presented in their tables. I don't see a sufficiently massive differences in rates that would justify the massive excess costs for reaching these rural areas.
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